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english pronunciation for japanese speakers is a well written textbook for both

japanese students and the teachers who teach japanese students this book can be used

both in ESL and EFL situations with students of any proficiency level it also serves as a

good resource book for ESLEFL teachers

this book consists of an introduction three well organized main sections and two

appendices for teachers the introduction opens with a message from the authors clearly

stating their standpoint that a foreign accent is nothing to be ashamed of accent
reduction exercises should be used only to promote effective communication and to avoid

misunderstanding this message relieves the students who have constantly experienced a
hard time because of their accents and motivates them to acquire an effective means of
communication

there are three main sections namely consonants vowels and stress

rhythm and intonation the first two sections explain how to articulate a sound with
the help of understandable pictures how the sound compares to the sound existing in

japanese and how to avoid pronunciation problems each lesson is followed by

exercises self tests and reviews for practice and confirmation students can choose
simple material or more difficult tasks according to their proficiency level during the

exercises accompanying cassette tapes play an important role useful notes are offered

to help students kick the habit of pronouncing english in a japanese way for example
on page 31 it says many japanese speakers tend to add the sound 0o to words ending
in t cutacutcutqQ sitsimositosimmQ catcafficatfiQ be sure to avoid this extra vowel when practicing words with final

t this is a typical error that japanese learners make and this book is beneficial in that
it clearly shows these errors and offers exercises to help the learners

As an EFL teacher at a high school in japan I1 had to spend a long time teaching how

to pronounce past verbs or how to get rid of japanese rhythm patterns this is why I1 am
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particularly impressed with such lessons as pronouncing past tense verbs plurals and

third person verbs section I1 and stress within the sentence section 111IIIlii

another noticeable merit of this book is that the authors are trying to make

pronunciation exercises applicable to real life situations they do so by providing a

number of common phrases and idiomatic expressions as sample sentences they have

also succeeded in making pronunciation exercises enjoyable

english pronunciation for japanese speakers casts a new light on teaching by
focusing on one particular language it actually puts students in the center of learning it
will give a great deal of insight to all teachers who try to make ESLEFL pronunciation

classrooms more and more student centered english pronunciation for international

students and english pronunciation for spanish speakers are also available by the same

authors
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